The interaction of an acoustic wave with two joined flat plates results in a diffracted acoustic wave emanating from the junction. The plates are assumed, for simplicity, to have different masses but no stiffness, and the exact solution of the two-dimensional diffraction problem is derived as a Fourier integral. The diffraction coefficient for a plane acoustic wave is found to depend in a simple manner upon the product of the total acoustic pressures at the junction for waves incident from the source and receiver directions. Also, the diffraction coefficient .:lisplays a maximum as a function of frequency, which is interpreted as a quasires. onance phenomenon. The results for the flat, massive plates are extended by perturbation methods. to consider the acoustic interaction with longitudinal (membrane) waves originating from the junction of two curved shells, joined so that their tangent is continuous. Relatively simple results are found for the acoustic-to-membrane coupling coefficients, and these again show strong dependence on frequency. The related problem of membrane-to-acoustic diffraction is analyzed, and the diffraction coefficients obey simple reciprocity relations with the acoustic-to-membrane coefficients.
INTRODUCTION
Any quantitative description of acoustic scattering from complex shaped elastic shells must invariably deal with various discontinuities which may be inherent to the structure. For example, there may be discontinuities due to abrupt changes in thickness, density, or radius of curvature. In this paper we describe a preliminary investigation of the acoustic scattering from a two-dimensional system of two joined curved plates. We are motivated by the results of a recent paper • in which it was demonstrated that the coupling and launching of structural membrane waves on smooth elastic shells of arbitrary shape can be separated from the scattering of the "background" acoustic response. The latter is relatively simple, as it involves only the inertial reaction of the structure to the acoustic pressure. The membrane waves are then driven, or forced, by the background field. Ray methods may then be used to obtain explicit: expressions for the acoustic-to-membrane coupling and detachment coefficients for arbitrarily curved regions.
• In this paper we first solve the exact diffraction problem for the "background" acoustic field scattered from two joined, flat compliant plates. This simplified model admits of a simple solution, which is then used to estimate the acoustic interaction with membrane waves at the junction of two curved plates. The central idea is that the wavelengths are short in comparison to the radii of curvature, leading to weak coupling between the acoustic and membrane wave fields. Thus the background solution for the flat plates provides both a good approximation to the acoustic response, but also it directly forces an ordinary differential equation which describes the scattered membrane wave field generated by the joint. Thereby, the acoustic wave and membrane wave interaction can be simply characterized. The flat plate model considered here explicitly ignores flexural effects, unlike the more precise studies of Brazier-Smith 2 and Norris and Wickham. 3 We also approximate the coupling between acoustic and membrane waves for the curved plate model, using ray-theoretic arguments. Inclusion of flexural effects and the precise coupling between all the wave types leads to considerable analytical complexity, and is the topic of a separate paper. 4
The diffraction of an acoustic wave from two joined massive plates is described in Sec. 1. The scattered pressure generated by the .joint is determined by solving a WienerHopf problem. Silmilar Wiener-Hopf problems have been encountered in situations where the boundary conditions are of the impedance type considered here. Thus Crighton and the membrane-to-acoustic diffraction coefficients are equivalent to acoustic-to-membrane coefficients.
I. DIFFRACTION FROM TWO MASSIVE PLATES

A. Statement of the problem
We consider two plates extended along the x axis, with plate 1 on x<0 and plate 2 on x>0. The plates have no stiffness but their mass resists the fluid pressure through the time-harmonic force balance relating acoustic pressure p to the plate acceleration (e -itøt understood but omitted) rn•to2w=p, x<0, y=0, 
where p/is the fluid density, one obtains impedance boundary conditions for the acoustic pressure, 10p kfoy-aiP' x<0, y=0, 
where k f= to/cf is the fluid wave number, and cf is the acoustic sound speed. Note that this definition of a •,2 differs from that used by Norris and Wickham. 3'4 Both a] and a 2 are large at low frequencies where the plates act effectively as a pressure release surface; whereas at high frequencies the impedance conditions are equNalent to rigid boundary conditions. The frequency at which a = 1 for a plate demarcates the transition between the low-and high-frequency regimes, and is known as the "null frequency." The present problem is therefore characterized by two distinct null frequencies, % and to 2, where to•,2 = p/c / /rn 1,2.
The problem statement is completed by noting that the pressure satisfies the Helmholtz equation
V2p+k
•p=O, y>0. 
where r = x/•-'2'-•y 2, O=tan-•(y/x) are polar coordinates.
The specular wave field can be removed for x<0 by first considering an incident plane wave of the form given by Eq. 
The partition of P can be achieved by standard means. We first note that the presence of y in Eq. (24) can be removed by using the identity (y+a2)/K+=(7+aO/K_ to write P(•) in two different ways, and then eliminate 3/between them. Doing so yields 
The total pressure at the joint can now be written as We follow the method outlined in Norris and Rebinsky • which scaled displacements in a Fresnel or "coupling" zone in a study of acoustic coupling of membrane waves to a smooth elastic shell. Here we scale the in plane and out-ofplane displacements in a local zone about the joint of the two curved plates. In this region, each curved plate is assumed to have its shape described by y +xe/2R • 0 with its arc length given by s =x + x3/6R2+... , where R is a typical radius of curvature. It is assumed that R is much larger than the fluid wavelength. Define the parameter e=max %2, where type transition from low-frequency to high-frequency behavior, corresponding to the pressure release and rigid limits of the boundary conditions, respectively. We have also derived approximate but simple expressions for the acoustic-tomembrane diffraction coefficients. These describe the tensile wave field in two joined curved plates. If one plate is fiat then its diffracted tensile force is simply the total force at the junction. Using reciprocity, we have also obtained the membrane-to-acoustic diffraction coefficients for the pressure wave field generated in the fluid by an incoming membrane wave striking the joint of the two curved plates. The present results are part of a continued effort to derive the entire set of coupling coefficients necessary to describe the ray acoustics of complex structures. They offer, for the first time, the possibility of estimating the acoustic4o-membrane interactions at plate junctions.
